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Background

Discussion

Nealy 6,500 nonnative species are responsible for the
extinction of hundreds of native species in the United
States1. The introduction of invasive species is ongoing
and the ecological ramifications of these invasions are
diverse, but could include competition between
invasive and native species, disruption of natural
ecological processes, and reduced ecosystem services.
While invasive species are able to severely damage vital
ecosystems, there are methods of predicting and
lessening the impacts.
Figure 2. Introduction pathway of non-native species to an ecosystem.

Results

Figure 1. Map of invasions of non-native species in the United States as of 2016. Note
that coastal areas are invaded more commonly due to water transportation. In
addition, tropical areas have a higher percentage of invader abundance, suggesting
that those areas better suited to invaders2.
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Objectives
The purpose of our study is to:
● Demonstrate how invasive species have a negative
influence on ecosystems
● Educate the public about the dangers of invasive
species spreading if not controlled or monitored
● Illustrate how different model designs can be
beneficial to inhibiting future invasions and providing
early detection

Methods
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We conducted an extensive literature review to
examine how invasive species are controlled and
managed, and how current preventative measures can
be improved upon.

There are many ways invasive species are controlled
and managed, however, not every approach is
adequate. Some are more cost-effective while other
models intended for future detection only end up
detecting one species and overlook hybrid species.
For instance, in one study they used a
phenomenological habitat suitability model (HSM), a
cost effective approach which relies primarily on
environmental variables to predict future ranges for
potential invasive species8. However, they found that
the HSM model was not effective in the detection rate
of invasive species. In another study they used DNA
sampling to detect the presence of Eurasian carp,
which was sufficient, but did not acknowledge hybrid
species9. Overall, there are not many models that are
designed to detect the rate of invasive species for
future invasions. This issue has caused ecological
harm, depletion of resources, diseases, decrease in
native species, and economic harm. Conservationists
should anticipate that further management activities
are vital, such as re-populating native species or
managing the habitat after removal, to reverse
ecological damage10. In conclusion, our results
suggest that urgent improvements are necessary for
creating a model that can detect invasives species
before their establishment and impact is irreversible.

Figure 3. Invasive species comparison chart. Chart compares several widespread, problematic invasive species in the United States. These invasive
specie populations have grown exponentially making eradication of them now unlikely. Management plans focus on regulating populations from
growing out of control rather than complete eradication. This solution is not ideal and is costly, making early detection and preventative measures
important3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Solutions
There are many different solutions to lessening the impacts of invasive species. Each individual
circumstance requires a different approach, however, there are some general areas in which
improvements can be made:
● Create more inclusive predictive models that provide successful detection rates
● Establish management in early stages of invasions
● Making larger investments in early management of invasive species
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